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a b s t r a c t

We report the effects of surface patterning on the wetting of Pt57.5Cu14.7Ni5.3P22.5 and Pd43Cu27Ni10P20
metallic glasses. To maintain the integrity of surface chemistry of the metallic glasses, we optimize

thermoplastic patterning protocol and use chemical-free demolding. Our results show that single-scale

surface microstructures can render inherently hydrophilic Pt57.5Cu14.7Ni5.3P22.5 metallic glass hydropho-

bic when its chemical state is preserved. We also observe that because of oxidation, Pd43Cu27Ni10P20
metallic glass remains hydrophilic regardless of its surface topography, though its wettability evolves

(i.e. decreases) with time due to airborne contamination. These results suggest that to draw an unam-

biguous conclusion about the role of surface texture, concomitant changes in surface chemistry must

be avoided.

� 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Significant research has been conducted on wetting to better

understand and control the solid-liquid interaction for emerging

applications. Applications of wetting range from household self-

cleaning surfaces to advanced fields, including metallic parts with

enhanced corrosion resistance [1], transparent [2] and anti-

reflective coatings [3], anti-freezing surfaces [4], smart filters for

oil-water separation [5], and drag-reducing topographies [6].

Wetting is controlled by the combined effects of surface chemistry

and topography. Low surface energy materials [e.g. Teflon, PDMS

(Polydimethylsiloxane), and PMMA (poly(methylmethacrylate))]

are typically hydrophobic. The role of surface texture in wetting

has not been conclusively determined, however, especially in high

surface energy materials such as metals. According to the Wenzel

model, texture alone cannot induce hydrophobicity in metals

because it amplifies the intrinsic wetting behavior, i.e. hydrophilic

materials (e.g. metals and semiconductors) become more hydro-

philic [7–10] and hydrophobic materials tend to become superhy-

drophobic with increasing roughness [10–12]. Although the

Wenzel model has been well established for low-energy materials

(e.g. polymers), its applicability to metals and semiconductors

remains in question. Numerous studies have demonstrated the

manifestation of the Wenzel model by showing roughness induced

increase in the hydrophilicity of metals and semiconductors

[7,9,13]. Several other studies have challenged Wenzel’s hypothe-

sis [14–18], however, showing that hydrophilic metals can be

made superhydrophobic through topographical engineering alone.

The major challenges to overcoming this ambiguity in metallic

materials are: (1) the lack of methods for systematically patterning

surfaces at multiple length scales and (2) the inability to prevent

changes in surface chemistry during the patterning processes.

The finite grain sizes of crystalline metals limit the fabrication of

feature with sub-micron length scales [19]. A few methods have

recently been introduced to engineer the surface topography of

metals, including femto second laser irradiation [15,16,20], elec-

trochemistry [21], chemical etching [22], and sandblasting [23].

These methods, however, are either unable to produce controllable

structures or simultaneously alter the surface chemistry, poten-

tially overriding the topography-wetting correlation. To quantify

the effect of topography on wetting, systematically tunable sur-

faces are needed to control the fraction of solid-liquid and solid-

air interface. To discern the true effect of texture, moreover, the

chemical composition and the structural state of metals must be

preserved during patterning.

Metallic glasses (MGs) have emerged as model materials for

studying the effects of topography on surface properties owing to

their isotropic and homogeneous structure [24,25] and ease in pat-

terning ability through thermoplastic techniques [26–28].

Recently, MGs have also been used for wetting studies [29–35]. Ther-

moplastically patterned Pd40Cu30Ni10P20 and Zr35Ti30Be26.75Cu8.25
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MGs showed a combination of relatively high contact angles (CAs)

and adhesion with water [29–31]. These studies did not conclu-

sively determine the effect of surface roughness on wetting, how-

ever, because the MGs studied were susceptible to oxidation

during thermoplastic processing. In addition to oxidation, the

chemical etchant used to separate MGs from the mold after ther-

moplastic patterning can also change the surface composition of

MGs. For these reasons, to draw unambiguous conclusions about

the topography-wetting correlation, chemical state of MGs should

be characterized before and after thermoplastic patterning. Mini-

mizing these uncertainties is the main objective of this work. First,

we selected Pt57.5Cu14.7Ni5.3P22.5 (Pt-MG) for its high oxidation

resistance. Second, to understand the effects of surface composi-

tion and topography on wetting, we characterized the chemical

state and wetting of the MG at different stages of thermoplastic

processing. To compare the role of topography in the wetting of

other MGs, we extended the systematic approach to Pd43Cu27Ni10-

P20 (Pd-MG).

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

Ingots of Pt57.5Cu14.7Ni5.3P22.5 (at.%) and Pd43Cu27Ni10P20 (at.%)

alloys were made by melting the elemental mixtures in vacuum-

sealed quartz tubes. The ingots were melted twice to achieve com-

positional homogeneity. Subsequently, the ingots were fluxed with

boron oxide (B2O3) under high vacuum to improve the glass form-

ing ability of alloys by reducing the heterogeneous nucleation sites.

To produce cylindrical MG specimens of 2 mm diameters, the

ingots were melted and water quenched in thin-walled quartz

tubes. Silicon templates with micro-features were prepared using

deep-reactive-ion-etching (DRIE). Silicon templates were covered

with a thin oxide layer. Commercially available anodic aluminum

oxide (AAO) was used as template for the nano-scale features.

2.2. Thermoplastic forming

Thermoplastic forming (TPF) was used to systematically pattern

Pt-MG and Pd-MG for wetting studies. TPF utilizes the softening

behavior of MG supercooled liquids. The supercooled liquid refers

to the metastable state of MGs between the glass transition tem-

perature (Tg) and the crystallization temperature (Tx). TPF has been

widely used to pattern MGs, and excellent reviews are available for

further reading [36,37]. Although all embossing experiments were

performed at the same temperature, the nano-scale embossing

required a higher pressure to achieve the same aspect-ratio due

to capillary pressure [26]. The wetting of Pt-MG with silicon and

alumina templates is comparable due to the presence of silicon

dioxide layer on silicon [38]. Both nano- and micro-pillars of

MGs exhibited similar tip shapes (convex) due to parabolic velocity

profile during thermoplastic molding. The embossing pressures for

the micro- and the nano-patterned MGs were 10 MPa and 50 MPa,

respectively. The MG and the mold were mechanically interlocked

after thermoplastic embossing due to thermal expansion mismatch

[39]. For this reason, demolding was carried out by etching the

mold in 2 M KOH solution at 350 K. The MG was then rinsed with

deionized water to get rid of any residue and dried with argon gas

prior to being used in the wetting experiments.

2.3. Surface characterization

The surface wettability of MGs was measured using the sessile

drop method, in which 2 ll droplets of deionized water were

dispensed onto the surfaces of MGs using a micro-pipette and

the static contact angles (CAs) were measured with a goniometer

(model Wet Scientific). The surface morphologies of MGs were

characterized using a Hitachi S4300 scanning electron microscope

(SEM)). The surface chemical states of MGs were characterized

using a PHI 5000 VersaProbe X-ray photoelectron spectrometer

(XPS).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. The wetting of Pt-MG

To understand the effect of surface texture on wetting, Pt-MG

samples were thermoplastically patterned with three different

topographies: flat, nano-patterned, and micro-patterned (Fig. 1).

Silicon and AAO were used as molds for the micro- and the

nano-patterning, respectively. The CA of the flat Pt-MG was 55�,
but the patterning made the samples more hydrophilic (Fig. 1b),

as is evident from the lower CAs of micro- (5�) and nano-

patterned (14�) samples. This increased hydrophilicity can be

explained by theWenzel model, which relates contact angle to sur-

face roughness as follows [40]:

cos h� ¼ r cos hY ; ð1Þ

where h⁄ is the apparent contact angle, r is the roughness factor (the

ratio of the actual surface area to the apparent surface area), and hY
is the Young contact angle (also known as the ‘‘intrinsic contact

angle” of the flat surface). According to the Wenzel equation (Eq.

(1)), the possible causes for the increase in the hydrophilicity

(decrease in h ⁄) of the textured MG samples are: (1) an increase

in surface roughness (r) due to patterning and/or (2) a decrease in

intrinsic contact angle (hY) due to oxidation during thermoplastic

embossing and/or wet etching.

Since similar surface patterns have been reported to facilitate

the hydrophobicity in other MGs [29–31], it is important to deter-

mine whether the surface chemistry of Pt-MG changes during ther-

moplastic forming and wet etching. To this end, XPS was used to

analyze the surface chemistry of Pt-MG at different stages of

thermoplastic processing. Four disc-shaped unpatterned samples

of Pt-MG were prepared to mimic the different stages of the ther-

moplastic embossing experiment. The first sample was prepared

from the as-cast Pt-MG and was used as a reference. Two samples

were prepared via thermoplastic embossing at 533 K and 553 K,

processing temperatures typically used for Pt-MG. Another sample

was thermoplastically embossed at 533 K and exposed to KOH for

two hours at 350 K. These four samples capture the different stages

experienced by Pt-MG during thermoplastic patterning (Fig. 2).

Fig. 3 shows the high-resolution XPS spectra of the Platinum (Pt)

4f, Copper (Cu) 2p, Nickel (Ni) 2p, and Phosphorus (P) 2p of the

Pt-MG in the as-cast state, after thermoplastic forming (at 533 K

and 553 K), and after KOH exposure. The binding energies (BEs)

and kinetic energies (KEs) of the XPS spectra were charge-

corrected using the C 1s peak of adventitious carbon (BE = 284.8

eV). The states of the surface elements were identified by analyzing

the number of peak components and their position/shape in the

deconvoluted XPS spectrum. The Pt 4f peaks of all four samples

had asymmetric shapes (Fig. 3a) and the BEs of the Pt 4f7/2 compo-

nent ranged from 71.0 eV to 71.6 eV (Table 1). These results agree

with the data provided in the literature for the peak shapes in the

Pt 4f region and the Pt 4f7/2 BE for Pt metal [41,42]. This suggests

that the state of the Pt in Pt-MG is unaffected by thermoplastic pro-

cessing and exposure to KOH. For all four samples, the absence of

satellite features in the Cu 2p region (Fig. 3b), the BE values of

the Cu 2p3/2 component (932.0 – 932.2 eV, Table 1), and KE values

of the Cu LMM peak (918.4 – 918.7 eV, Table 1) are consistent with

the literature on Cu metal. This indicates that Cu also retains its
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initial metallic form throughout thermoplastic processing and KOH

exposure [43,44]. In contrast, the positions and numbers of the XPS

peaks in the Ni 2p spectra of the four samples differed significantly

(Fig. 3c). The asymmetric peaks (Fig. 3c) and the BE values of the Ni

2p3/2 component (852.2 – 852.7 eV, Table 1) for the as-cast and

thermoplastically formed (at 533 K) samples match the data in

the literature for Ni metal [42,45–47]. The Ni 2p spectra of the

sample thermoplastically formed at 553 K and the sample exposed

to KOH, however, show additional features apart from peaks char-

acteristic of Ni metal (Ni 2p3/2 BE = 852.6 – 852.7 eV, Table 1).

These additional features suggest that the chemical state of Ni on

the surface of these two samples has been modified during

processing. The shape and the BE of the additional Ni 2p3/2 compo-

nent (856.1 – 856.2 eV, Table 1) and the satellite features in both

samples (Fig. 3c) can be attributed to nickel oxyhydroxide (NiOOH)

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic illustration of the surface patterning of MGs through thermoplastic embossing. (b) SEM images of flat, nano-patterned and micro-patterned Pt-MGs (left

column) and their corresponding CA measurements (right column).

Fig. 2. The different stages of the thermoplastic processing of Pt-MG. As-cast

sample was in stage 1 and was not subjected to any heating. The sample prepared in

process 1-3-30 experienced higher temperatures than did the sample prepared in

process 1-2-20 . To study the effect of temperature, two samples were prepared at

two different temperatures: 533 K and 553 K. The sample prepared in process 1-2-

20-4 underwent heating and etching (KOH) and was used to observe the effect of

KOH.

Fig. 3. The XPS spectra of Pt-MG (Pt, Cu, Ni, and P) at four different processing

states: as-cast, thermoplastic processing at 533 K and 553 K, and thermoplastic

processing at 533 K and after being treated with KOH.
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[42,45], indicating the preferential oxidation of Ni atoms in Pt-MG

during high-temperature processing and KOH exposure. Although

Ni and Cu have similar affinity for oxygen, the Gibbs free energies

of formation of Ni oxides (NiO, NiOOH, and Ni(OH)2) are more neg-

ative than that of Cu oxides (CuO, Cu2O) [48,49]. In addition, Cu-Pt

has a more negative heat of mixing than that of Ni-Pt, resulting in

higher activity coefficient of Ni in Pt-rich environment [50,51].

Therefore, the formation of Ni oxides is thermodynamically more

favorable than that of Cu oxides. Phosphorus (P) is present on

the surface of as-cast Pt-MG as elemental P [a poorly-resolved P

2p peak (P 2p3/2 BE = 129.8 eV, Table 1, (Fig. 3d)] [42,52] and in

phosphate compound(s), as indicated by the presence of a non-

resolved P 2p peak (BE = 132.4 eV, Table 1, Fig. 3d) [52–55]. No fur-

ther variation in the state of P is observed after thermoplastic pro-

cessing but KOH appears to dissolve P (at least on the surface), as is

evidenced by the nearly complete disappearance of the P 2p peak

in the spectrum of the sample treated with KOH (Fig. 3d).

The XPS studies reveal two findings about the surface chemistry

of Pt-MG subjected to thermoplastic processing and KOH treat-

ment. First, the surface chemistry of Pt-MG after thermoplastic

processing at 533 K is analogous to the surface chemistry of the

as-cast sample, but oxidation occurs when the processing temper-

ature approaches the crystallization temperature (563 K). Second,

Pt-MG is also oxidized by KOH exposure. In both cases, the oxida-

tion product is NiOOH as indicated by the XPS spectra. NiOOH has a

strong affinity for water because of enhanced dipole moment and

the presence of unsaturated oxygen atoms, which increase the

number of hydrogen bonds between the water molecules and the

surface [56]. An experimental study by Chang et al. has shown that

NiOOH is enriched with OH�, which can increase water adsorption,

resulting in higher wettability [57]. Therefore, increased

hydrophilicity observed in Pt-MG (Fig. 1) is likely due to the forma-

tion of NiOOH during thermoplastic processing and exposing to

KOH. It is apparent from these results that the surface chemistry

of Pt-MG can be maintained over the course of thermoplastic pro-

cessing at low temperatures. Any KOH exposure or high-

temperature processing, however, results in the preferential oxida-

tion of the Ni in Pt-MG. Similar issues are expected for MGs that

are even more prone to oxidation. These changes in surface chem-

istry may preclude clear understanding of the correlation between

topography and wetting in MGs. Therefore, the thermoplastic pat-

terning of MGs using silicon or AAO molds is not ideal for wetting

studies when KOH is required for mold separation.

3.1.1. The effect of oxidation on wetting

To understand the effect of oxidation on wetting, we used our

recently developed mechanical demolding [39] to make two iden-

tical sets of Pt-MG with different topographies. To avoid oxidation

and KOH exposure, both the molding and the mechanical demold-

ing were carried out at 533 K. During molding, the MG was pressed

slowly against the mold until the pressure reached 10 MPa. During

demolding, the MG was pulled away at a speed of 120 mm/min. To

prevent crystallization, both the molding and the demolding were

completed within 60 s. After measuring the water CAs, the first set

of MGs was treated with KOH for 10 min. Then the second set was

annealed at 553 K for one minute. Fig. 4 shows the SEM images of

the patterned Pt-MG surfaces and their wettability before and after

each processing step. The water CAs of the mechanically demolded

samples increased from 57� to 113� as the surface textures of these

samples changed. In contrast, all of the samples exposed to KOH or

annealed at 553 K exhibited hydrophilic behavior (CA � 15� – 47�)

because of oxidation, regardless of their topographies. These

results suggest that oxide formation during KOH exposure or

annealing can obscure the topographic effects on the wetting of

MGs, and hence, chemical demolding is not suitable in studying

the correlation between the topography of MGs and their wetting

behavior.

3.1.2. The effect of topography on wetting

To investigate the role of topography, Pt-MG was patterned to

systematically vary the fractional solid area (fs). To avoid KOH

exposure, the samples were mechanically demolded. Fig. 5a shows

the CAs of water droplets on MG surfaces with different fs. Hydro-

philic MGs initially turned hydrophobic with decreasing fs, but

they became hydrophilic again at lower fs. This wetting behavior

can be explained by the reversible Wenzel-to-Cassie wetting tran-

sition. The Cassie-Baxter model predicts that the apparent contact

angle of a material can be increased even if the CA of the smooth

surface of that material is less than 90� [58]. This model is thus

appropriate for describing the topography-induced hydrophobicity

in hydrophilic MGs observed in this study. The micro-pillars on the

surface trap air in the gaps between them. This trapped air acts as a

cushion, preventing water from penetrating the gaps. As a result,

the wetting state changes from Wenzel to Cassie, in which the dro-

plet sits on a heterogeneous solid-air surface (Fig. 5b). According to

the Cassie-Baxter model, CA can be increased by decreasing fs (i.e.

by minimizing solid-liquid contact area) as illustrated in Fig. 5c.

The experimental results did not show that CA increases monoton-

ically as fs decreases. Instead, we observed a decline in CA at lower

fs values (� 0.03). This change is due to the transition of wetting

state from Cassie to Wenzel. Increasing the gap (r) between the pil-

lars, as depicted in Fig. 5d, reduces the solid-liquid contact area and

yields a higher CA. If the space between the pillars is too large,

however, the liquid bridge can collapse as the water pressure over-

comes the pressure of trapped air supporting it. The pressure

needed to penetrate the grooves depends exclusively on the capil-

lary pressure; because the effect of hydrostatic pressure is negligi-

ble as the radius of the droplet is smaller than the capillary length.

The capillary pressure (pc) needed to overcome the trapped air

pressure and to wet the grooves depends on the spacing, however,

and can be expressed as:

pc ¼
2c cos h

r0
; ð2Þ

where r0 and c are the space between two pillars and the surface

tension of the water, respectively. Since pc is inversely proportional

to r0, increasing the spacing facilitates water penetration into the

grooves. As a result, the wetting regime switches from Cassie to

Wenzel when fs < 0.1 and the CA decreases.

Table 1

The binding energies (BEs, in eV) and the kinetic energies (KEs, in eV) of Pt-MG samples.

Sample Pt Cu Ni NiOOH P Phosphate(s) 2pa BE

4f7/2 BE 2p3/2 BE LMM KE 2p3/2 BE 2p3/2 BE 2p3/2 BE

As-cast 71.0 932.0 918.5 852.2 – 129.8 132.4

533 K 71.6 932.2 918.4 852.7 – 130.1 132.9

553 K 71.5 932.1 918.5 852.7 856.2 130.0 133.1

KOH 71.3 932.0 918.7 852.6 856.1 130.2 133.2

a P 2p for phosphate(s) consists of P 2p1/2,3/2; however, the two energy levels cannot be resolved.
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Fig. 5. Changing the wetting behavior of Pt-MG by varying the fractional solid area (fs). (a) SEM images of flat and micro-patterned surfaces with different fs (top row) and

photographs showing the wettability of these surfaces (bottom row). The micro-pillars are equal in diameter (25 lm) and aspect ratio (3). (b) The Wenzel and the Cassie

wetting states on a rough surface. (c) Comparison of the experimental CAs for different fs to those predicted by the Cassie-Baxter equation (hY = 50�). (d) Schematic of the

solid-liquid contact scenarios for different spacings ðr0Þ between the pillars. Larger spacings have lower fs (and less solid-liquid contact), but pillars located too far apart cause

the liquid bridge to collapse.

Fig. 4. The wetting behavior of flat and textured Pt-MGs at three stages: as prepared, after KOH exposure (10 min), and after annealing (553 K). The measurement error for CA

was ±5�.
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The aspect-ratio of the surface features is also critical to stabi-

lizing the heterogeneous wetting state, as demonstrated in Fig. 6.

The two transition mechanisms [59], sag (Fig. 6c) and vertical

depinning (Fig. 6d), depend on the aspect-ratio of the pillars. The

liquid bridge can remain pinned at the top of the pillars but form

a downward curve because of the Laplace pressure, which relates

the pressure inside a drop to its curvature. The curve of a pinned

droplet can touch the base when the wetting transitions to a ‘‘sag”

type (this is also known as drooping). The maximum sag, or droop,

(d) of the droplet occurs directly between the two pillars and can

be defined as [60]:

d � ð
ffiffiffiffiffiffi

2P
p

� DÞ2

8R
; ð3Þ

where P is the pitch between two pillars, D is the width (or diame-

ter) of the pillars, and R is the radius of droplet curvature. The wet-

ting state transitions from Cassie to Wenzel if d � pillar height (H).

High aspect-ratio structures can prevent the transition from Cassie

to Wenzel, thereby preserving the hydrophobicity. If the liquid

bridge cannot remain pinned at the top of the pillar, it droops

downwards into the grooves and fully wets the surface of the base.

As a result, the wetting becomes homogenous and the CA decreases.

A lack of pinning occurs if the contact angle formed by the liquid-air

interface is greater than the maximum contact angle (advancing

contact angle) sustainable at the corner of the specific liquid-

pillar system [61]. The roughness of the sidewalls of the pillars

may hinder liquid penetration after multiple depinnings. Hence,

high aspect-ratio structures can maintain the heterogeneous wet-

ting state and high CAs despite liquid infiltration.

3.2. The wetting of Pd-MG

Mechanical demolding was also used to study the wetting

behavior of Pd43Cu27Ni10P20 (Pd-MG). To compare the effects of

topographies, Pd-MG was thermoplastically patterned with three

different textures: flat, micro-pillars, and honeycomb structure.

Two flat samples were made through thermoplastic forming at

613 K and 633 K. The patterned surfaces were produced by ther-

moplastic molding and mechanical demolding at 633 K. Fig. 7

shows the wetting behavior of the flat and the textured Pd-MG

samples. Although similar patterns increased the CA of Pt-MG

(Fig. 4), the CAs for the patterned Pd-MG were lower than those

of the flat samples. Because Pd-MG is prone to oxidation, oxides

readily form on the surface of Pd-MG within the temperature

ranges required for thermoplastic embossing [Supplementary

Information (SI) 1]. As a result, the CA of the flat surface prepared

at 633 K was lower than that of the flat surface prepared at 613 K.

When oxides accumulate, they can undermine the topographic

effect and cause the Pd-MG to retain its hydrophilic nature. SI 1

provides more details on the surface oxidation and wetting behav-

ior of the flat Pd-MG under different processing conditions. Similar

hydrophilicity was also observed in the Pd-MG that was demolded

chemically (see Fig. SI 1.2). As with Pt-MG, KOH alters the surface

chemistry of Pd-MG, influencing its wettability. Our results contra-

dict those of previous studies, showing the hydrophobicity of tex-

tured Pd-based MGs demolded via chemical etching [29,31].

However, we did observe time-dependent superhydrophobicity

Fig. 6. The role of aspect ratio in the wetting transition. (a, b) SEM images of flat and micro-patterned Pt-MGs with four different aspect ratios (top row) and photographs

showing the behavior of water droplets on these surfaces (bottom row). (c, d) Schematics for sag transition and vertical depinning, respectively.

Fig. 7. SEM images of flat, micro-pillar, and honeycomb Pd-MGs (top row) and

photograph showing the wettability of those surfaces (bottom rows).
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in patterned Pd-MG. Fig. 8 demonstrates the wetting kinetics of

chemically demolded Pd-MG. Flat Pd-MG remained hydrophilic

regardless of the time between sample preparation and CA mea-

surement, while nano-textured Pd-MG became superhydrophobic

after ten days in air. The time dependence of superhydrophilicity

can also be correlated with the surface chemistry changes in the

air. Previous studies hypothesized that increase in the carbon

adsorption on metallic surfaces could cause this time-dependent

superhydrophobicity [15,62,63]. To verify this hypothesis, we

quantified the chemical composition of the nano-patterned Pd-

MG surface at day 1 and at day 20 and compared the results to

the carbon content of the flat surface. The XPS results show that

the nano-patterned surface adsorbed more carbon than did the flat

surface (Fig. 9). The atomic percentage of carbon of the flat Pd-MG

surface increased by 7%, while the carbon content of the nano-

patterned Pd-MG surface increased by 14%. This increase in carbon

adsorption can be attributed to the large surface area of MG nano-

structures. Spontaneous deposition of hydrocarbon molecules on

nano-textured surfaces has also been reported in other nano-

structured materials [62–64]. Time-dependent wetting transitions

were also observed in the mechanically demolded samples

(see SI 2).

4. Conclusions

By decoupling the chemical effects, this study demonstrates the

effect of topography on the wetting of Pt-MG. We used thermo-

plastic embossing to texture the surface of MG. Our early observa-

tions revealed that Pt-MG is prone to oxidation in its supercooled

liquid state and during chemical demolding. To prevent the oxida-

tion, we optimized the thermoplastic embossing temperature for

Pt-MG and used chemical-free demolding. This surface texturing

protocol allowed us to pattern the Pt-MG systematically without

affecting its chemical and structural states and thus to decouple

the topographic and chemical effects on wetting. Our wetting

experiments show that inherently hydrophilic Pt-MG can be

Fig. 9. The XPS spectra and atomic percentages of Carbon (C), Oxygen (O), Palladium (Pd), Copper (Cu), Nickel (Ni), and Phosphorous (P) for (a) a flat Pd-MG and (b) a nano-

patterned Pd-MG.

Fig. 8. The wetting kinetics of flat and nano-patterned Pd-MGs. (Inset) An SEM

image of a nano-patterned Pd-MG.
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rendered hydrophobic through topographic controls (e.g. through

the embossing of single-scale micro-patterns). Previous studies

have shown that Pd-based MGs demolded via chemical etching

can exhibit hydrophobicity but our findings contradict this. Both

of the MGs studied here (Pt- and Pd-MG) remained hydrophilic

after chemical demolding regardless of their topographies. More-

over, because Pd-MG is prone to oxidation at high processing tem-

peratures, even mechanical demolding cannot prohibit

concomitant changes in surface chemistry during texturing. As a

result, the patterned Pd-MG did not show any wetting transition.

We did notice, however, that the wetting of Pd-MG is highly sensi-

tive to time. Preliminary XPS data suggest the adsorption of carbon

as a possible reason for this time dependence. However, a system-

atic study of Pd-MG is needed to reconcile our data with that of the

published literature. Furthermore, understanding the effect of car-

bon adsorption on other MGs is necessary to ascertain carbon’s role

in the time-dependent transition from hydrophilic to hydrophobic.
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